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Life Balance with Technology

I was asked to speak to a group of managers and supervisors recently
about how technology can help them manage their seemingly ever
increasing work load.  That’s an interesting question really given how
technology seems to often be the catalyst for increased work load.  I

shared some thoughts about
how technological advancement
is accelerating and creating
whole new ways to manage our
work and lives and then some
tips on how the tools they use
at work can help them (Outlook
e-mail, calendaring, and
OneNote).  As professionals who
use technology every day in our

jobs, we need to own the responsibility for learning about our
technology and helping each other (and our staffs) use it effectively
to manage our work.

It is remarkable what we can now do with our phones… e-mail, text,
tweet, Facebook, calendar,task reminders, search (for anything),
maps / directions, record / share audio – photos – videos, read blogs –
wikis – books, listen to music – books, watch movies - TV - videos -
courses, banking, pay bills, track weather, stocks, and flights,… to
name a few.  These can distract us or help us – it’s up to us to
decide.  I remember not long ago having to carry a phone, laptop,
digital camera, and video camera depending on the work I needed to
do – now I often just have my phone!  I think our mobile devices are
finally being innovated into tools that can help manage our work and
personal lives in powerful ways.  I’ve been experimenting with Siri on
my iPhone and although it’s pretty good, it needs some work.  But, I
can see in a few years how it and it’s relatives will be personal
concierges and save us significant time.

Self-regulation in an always on world has never been more important
than it is now.  I was speaking to some teachers at one of our
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secondary schools last week about my thoughts on where we are
heading with technology.  I talked about three immediate strategies:
infrastructure, equity, and learning & work systems.  As part of our
infrastructure strategy we are (finally) rolling out wireless network
access to schools.  This particular school had some basic self-provided
wireless in select areas but as of January now has wireless access
designed to be like “oxygen”, everywhere, always on, and available. 
The teachers expressed frustration with this type of access for
students.

“This is evident by increased texting and

facebooking by students during class having

enabled wi-fi only devices (iPod touch) to join

in the fun.  Even walking down the halls has

become more of a hazard due to everybody

having their eyes glued to their device.”, a

teacher’s observation.

Students now connect anywhere on any device – exactly what we
intended but this school was not prepared for the distraction factor. 
Students are walking the halls using their devices, they are on them in
their classes, etc.  This brought to light for me a key step we’ve
missed as a District in preparing schools for this radical change.  It
would seem that we assumed teachers and principals were ready for
this change when in fact we need to provide better guidance in how
to arrive at a balanced use of the technology.  We that promote
technologies virtues need to always remember not everyone is able to
adopt, adapt, and benefit without specific guidance.  We need to
implement well!  Next year we intend to pilot a BYOT initiative in
some of our schools.

As to self-regulation, this is as important for adults to get as it is for
kids.  We must be masters of our technology and our time.  People
are becoming increasingly harried and frazzled in our always on ever
faster world.  Personally I try to balance my use of technology but I’m
not always successful.  There’s a relentless tug from our devices –
they want to be checked for new e-mail, Tweets, Facebook posts,
pins, blog posts, LinkedIn updates, texts, and voice mails.  A simple
practice would be to dial down the notices and sounds of your
devices.  Do you really need them to notify you for every type of new
item?  Definitely turn off sound alerts for most everything – the
alternative will drive you and others crazy.

I think we could do well in this technology powered era to shift to
being more respectful of each other.  For instance if you are present
with a few people in a meeting or engaged in a private conversation, I
think it is rude and disrespectful to answer your phone (unless you can
tell from the caller id it is urgent / critical).  Let the call go – it is not
as important as the people in front of you.  Oh and do you really need
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to be talking loud and long
with your phone / blue tooth
ear piece in Costco or the
mall – seriously?  In meetings
with a group of people it is
trickier now to manage our
engagement…  I’m as guilty
as the next person in
checking / responding to my
e-mail, Twitter feed, or text
messages.  I don’t think this context has a black and white answer but
it is important to remember to be respectful of others and to be
mentally present when necessary.

Families are increasing bombarded by technology’s intrusion.  I’ve
heard of parents declaring dinner time to be technology free –
everyone puts their devices away.  I think it is important to set
boundaries in our personal interactions where and when it’s
appropriate for technology to be present with us.  This is sometimes a

struggle for me – my iPad and/or
iPhone are often within reach and
calling to be checked…  Whenever
I leave the house to go for a walk,
to go on an errand, etc., my
phone comes with me.  I check it
while waiting in a grocery line or
lining up for gas at a station.  It’s
with me when out mountain
biking in case of “an emergency”

but also to take pictures.  But, I don’t talk on my phone, check my e-
mail or update my Facebook while I’m riding…  why do people still do
this while driving their cars?

We do need to master our use of technology or as I wrote here, we
may become slaves of our machines.  Even though we increasingly use
it, it does allow us to accomplish more with our time.  It facilitates
connections for us through easily sharing pictures, videos, and
messages posted by us and by family and friends who we may not
necessarily see very often.  It allows us to check on the validity of
news stories, medical conditions, concepts, ideas.  It facilitates our
learning about anything, researching and booking travel, presenting
ideas, and orchestrating our work and the work of others.  Imagine
the old days of trying to accomplish all of those tasks – it wasn’t
easy.  Used effectively and in balance, technology is a good thing. 
Used inappropriately and in an all-consuming manner, it is likely
unhealthy.  It is really up to us to decide which type of user we will
be.  My suggestion, learn to self-regulate!
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